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“...a call of attention to traditions that are past and history,
but at the same time are extremely present...”

PSIQUE, the latest choreographic proposal by Daniel Doña Dance Company is, above all, a reinterpretation of tradition,
a present approach to festivities, religious or profane rituals, to symbols, legends and celebrations that have remained
throughout time and that, even today, can be found in some areas of Spain.

It is also a recovery work, tracking down tradition in the soul of the Spanish people, an exhaustive research about
traditional music and dance, about its survival and permanence; it is an exercise in which we unlearn the past at the
same time apprehending it to propel it to the present, in a way that tradition and modernity are interrelated, coexist and
generate new dramatic expressions on stage.

Hence, PSIQUE is an awakening to spaces that were asleep in our
memories, an evocation of what is deep inside us, a call of attention to
traditions that are past and history, but at the same time are extremely
present and have endless artistic possibilities construed from the
present for the public of today.
Antonio Rojas
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Original music score: Pablo Martin Jones
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Musical and choreographic guidance: Mayalde

Scenography: Mambo Decorados S.L
Sound technician: Kike Cabañas
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Photography and graphic design: marcosGpunto
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"Daniel Doña is at the forefront of a generation of
dancers and ﬂamenco dancers that is trying to ﬁnd
its own choreographic and interpretative voice
through Flamenco and Spanish dance, while
expanding it to other artistic disciplines. In reality,
it's the search for an identity, the need to escape
certain constraining corsets. Flamenco is at its root,
but [his] fascination for diﬀerent dance forms,
including contemporary dance, allows him to take
them on as his own. He is a dancer who has fed
from diﬀerent sources and has forged a distinct
personality through the clarity of his movement,
solid technique, sobriety, musicality, quality and
good ideas executed with great eﬃciency. His
creative facet is simply a reﬂection of his performing
facet. With Flamenco and Spanish dance as their
base, his choreographies explore diﬀerent ﬁelds with
a constant balance, knowledge and decisiveness,
without complexes or fear of the unknown."
Julio Bravo ABC / Cultura

We introduce Daniel Doña Dance Company as the poster child of modern Spanish dance. The company goes beyond the
formal limits of creation and gathers the artistic essence of diﬀerent languages in its performances. The choreographic
language of this Company ranges from avant-garde ﬂamenco to modern dance and, according to specialized press, Daniel
Doñaʼs creations shed a new light on traditional codes and take them to a contemporary ground mixing a wide range of poetic
languages, establishing a two-way path between tradition and modernity, and reaching an evolved personal language.
From the beginning, this now established Company, tries to invigorate and attract new audiences by presenting performances
in varied formats. It combines shows for theaters and show halls - A Pie (2013), Black Box (2014), No Pausa (2015), Hábitat (2016)
and Cuerpo a Cuerpo (2017) with shows conceived for less conventional spaces or simply to be performed on the streets, based
on the strong conviction that these singular spaces are a truly valuable territory for dance: A Pie de Calle (2013), Nada Personal
(2015) and Psique, the latest creation by the company which will be released by the end of September 2018. The companyʼs
repertoire has been performed across multiple countries such as Germany, France, Italy, Argentina, Mexico or Colombia, on top
of at the most important Spanish festivals: Mercat de les Flors, Festival de Otoño de Madrid, Dansa Valencia, Festival de Jerez,
Bienal de Flamenco de Sevilla, Mes de Danza de Sevilla, Festival Internacional MASDANZA, Festival Madrid en Danza and Festival
Deltebre Danza among others.
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